Is your company at risk of not being GDPR compliant?

Ever growing threats to personal data have forced governments to enact legislation that sets clear standards for protecting their constituents information. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a new regulation that applies to organizations that offer goods and services to people in the European Union, or that collect and analyze personal data tied to EU residents.

SAM GDPR Assessment

A Software Asset Management (SAM) GDPR Assessment provides you with a comprehensive analysis of your data management infrastructure. Ensuring that you have the right processes in place to minimize the risk to personal data exposure, freeing you to focus on your business instead of compliance.

Benefits

- Identify how personal data is used and accessed
- Recommend security controls to prevent, detect, and respond to vulnerabilities and data breaches
- Provides guidance on data management practices

What to expect from a SAM GDPR Assessment

Every assessment focuses on four phases

PLANNING
Identify your needs & goals
Gather information on licensing, IT landscape & business organization
Discuss project and arrange access & resources

DATA COLLECTION
Take inventory of hardware, software, and licenses using tools, questionnaires, and stakeholder interviews
Gather information on process & procedures

DATA ANALYSIS
Review & validate all collected data
Compare deployed assets with current utilization
Map to an optimized environment based on your goals

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Discuss final recommendations and engage in data-driven discussions to ensure your business needs & goals are met

Next steps

Contact your Microsoft SAM Service Partner for more information.

1 This assessment does not guarantee compliance, it helps you identify areas in need of remediation